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n essay in not more than 600 words on any one of the following topics 

weO atnjootdo t.ocb oatodbci tarf 600 ztctrniort aorctdod aswuot wdono0. 

The relationship between environmental and demographic probic 

(2) The composition and cosmopolitan culture of lndia. 

pocst toodoes aba xoodoets (iabobr) xoxa. 

3) Educational crisis during pandemic period. 

(4) Significance of science and technology in policing. 

(5) South Asia is a burning cauldron, Examine. 
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TL Translate the following paragraph from Kannada to English 



IIL. Translate the following gist from English to Kannada 

rOUnd water has emerged as the primary water source and poverty reduction 

tool in India's rural areas. On account of its near universal availability, depenaaoy 

and low capital cost, it is the most preferred source of water to meet the requirenenis 
of various user sectors in India. Ground water has made significant contributions to 

the growth ot India's Economy and has been an important catalyst for its soC1O 

economic development. Its importance as a precious natural resource in the Indian 

context can be gauged from the fact that more than 85 percent of India's rural domesuc 

water requirements, 50 percent of its urban water requirements and more than 50 

percent of its irrigation requirements are being met from ground water resources. The 

increasing dependence on ground water as a reliable souree of water has resulted in its 

large-scale and often indiscriminate development in various parts of the country, 

without due regard to the recharging capacities of aquifers and other environmental 

factors. 

1he unplanned and non-scientific development of ground water resources, 

mostly driven by individual initiatives has led to an increasing stress on the available 

resources, The adverse impacts can be observed in the form of long-term decline or 

ground water levels, de-saturation of aquifer zones, increased energy consumption 1or 

lifting water from progressively deeper levels and quality deterioration due to saline 
water intrusion in coastal areas in different parts of the country. On the other hand, 
there are areas in the country, where ground water development is still at low-key in 

spite of the availability of sufficient resources, similarly the canal command aras 



wite a summary (Precis) of the Kannada 10 1/3 of the size and providing a suitable title 

da passage given below by 
reducimg 

BOns sd densas 1/3 da, aON Beardcbt taa. 

dootdncda 30Tesohs. 
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